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tone (one neither of pleasure nor of displeasure); \vhereupon subjection
to conditions which would normally ha\e produced such a neutral
feeling-tone evokes now, by contrast, presumably through the out-
weighing of one "tired1 process by its fresher antagonistic process, a
feeling-tone of pleasure.
3.-MENTAL INDEFATIGABILITY
On the other hand, there are other sensations, if not too intense, or
conditions of sensation, which seern \irtually indefatigable. We can
listen almost eternally, if we so attend, to the gentle ticking of a clock;
\vecan endure, likewise without apparent sensor> fatigue, the continuous
daylight of a northern summer; we can similarly sit before and enjoy
indefinitely the warmth of a winter fire. There are yet other prolonged,
but more intense, sensations, e.g. the hearing of a continuous loud tone,
which, while not suffering appreciable change themsehes, ne\ertheiess—
owing it is believed to central inhibition rather than to fatigue (Rawdon-
Srnith)—result in a rise of the threshold of hearing for tones of the same
and of neighbouring pitch.
So far as cerebral fatigue is concerned, we might at first sight w onder Cerebral
whether any impairment of mental activity would be expected either
through the exhaustion of locally available energy or through the local
accumulation of toxic influences due to its expenditure—so abundantly
nourished and so highly and continuously active appears to be the
brain, and so minute seems to be the difference in its always intense
metabolism, whether it is engaged in conscious mental work or is
apparently at rest. There can, however, be no doubt that 'higher1
mental fatigue is induced by the general diffusion of the toxins from
focal sepsis and by toxins of muscular and intestinal origin.
4-REFRACTORY PERIODS AND MENTAL FATIGUE
We might rather suspect the influence in the central nervous system of Hypothetical
'blocks* at the synapses, or of cumulative "refractory phases" or other
changes (Gerard and Marshall) analogous to those well recognized in
the peripheral nerve-fibres. But this supposition is negatived by ihe
unlikelihood that, during prolonged mental work, precisely the same
cerebral neurones are excited repeatedly by precisely the same rapidly
recurring mental stimuli. Moreover, in the lower mammals at least,
there is experimental evidence of a certain 'equipotentiality* of various
regions of the cortex: e.g. it is the quantity, not the locality, of cerebral
cortex destroyed that determines the degree of impairment of intelligent
behaviour (Lashley). And in man it is probable that conscious processes,
so far at all events as the higher levels of mental activity are concerned,
involve the activity of very extensive areas of the brain functioning as

